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400 ROCKETS FIRED AT ISRAEL, IDF HITS 150 TERROR TARGETS IN GAZA: The Israeli Air
Force had hit roughly 150 terrorist positions across the Gaza Strip as of Tuesday morning, 13 Nov. 2018
following the latest wave of 50 strikes. An IDF spokesperson reported that the targets were tied to the Hamas
and Islamic Jihad terror organizations. According to an IDF spokesperson, the airstrikes were still underway at
this time. Earlier Tue morning, the IDF reported that nearly 400 rockets and mortars had been fired from the
Gaza Strip into Israel. Approximately 100 projectiles fired from Gaza into Israel were shot down by the Iron
Dome missile defense system. One person was killed and another injured when a rocket fired by terrorists
operating out of the Gaza Strip slammed into a residential building in the coastal Israeli city of Ashkelon. A
40-year-old man was killed in the attack, with several others injured. In response, the IDF pounded terrorist
strongholds across the Gaza Strip overnight, including the Hamas terror organization’s administrative
headquarters. IDF jets bombed the building, disguised as the Al-Amal Hotel, which had been used by Hamas
as its interior security headquarters for the past four years. Seven Hamas terrorists were reportedly eliminated.
ISRAEL UNDER ATTACK REPORT: IDF GIVEN ‘GREEN LIGHT’ IN GAZA: The consultation
between PM Binyamin Netanyahu, Defense Minister Avigdor Liberman, and the military leaders in response
to the launching of hundreds of rockets from the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip lasted over four hours. A
political source said that "in the prime minister's consultation with the heads of the defense establishment,
operational decisions were made." According to the source, the IDF was given a green light to launch a heavy
retaliation against Hamas and other terrorist groups in Gaza. The decision comes as UN and Egyptian
mediators attempt to restore calm and convince Hamas to halt the rocket attacks. Despite their efforts, rockets
continue to fall on Israel. IDF Spokesperson Brigadier General Ronen Manelis warned: "Hamas is leading the
Gaza Strip to destruction and will feel the intensity of the IDF's response in the coming hours. So far we have
attacked a wide range of targets including firing squads, military compounds, and observation posts. The
attempt to harm civilians is unacceptable to us and we will continue to respond with force." The Israeli Air
Force had hit roughly 150 terrorist positions across the Gaza Strip as of Tuesday morning, 13 Nov. 2018.
MAN KILLED, 2 WOMEN HURT IN DIRECT GAZA ROCKET HIT IN ASHKELON: As rocket
barrages continued on Tuesday morning, 13 Nov. 2018, a Palestinian man from Hebron was killed, 2 women
were hurt in direct rocket hit on a residential building in Ashkelon (one seriously the second moderately), and
dozens of people were treated for light injuries and shock. Hamas and Islamic Jihad threatened to target

Ashdod, Be'er Sheva and even farther if the IDF continues retaliatory strikes in Gaza. Since Mon. afternoon
12 Nov. 2018 at least nine other people were rushed to the Soroka Medical Center in Be'er Sheva: One woman
lightly injured in her hand by shrapnel who was treated and released, while the rest were lightly hurt or
suffering from shock. The Barzilai Medical Center received 75 injured: one moderately hurt, 62 lightly
wounded and 12 suffering from shock. In addition, the 19-year-old soldier who was seriously wounded on
Mon. 12 Nov. 2018 by a Cornet anti-tank missile fired at a bus near the Gaza border underwent surgery at the
Soroka Medical Center during the night.
Rocket barrages from the Gaza Strip targeting Ashkelon, Sderot and the Gaza border communities continued
the following morning. Two houses suffered a direct hit in the Eshkol Regional Council, but no one was hurt.
The IDF retaliated by attacking some 150 Hamas and Islamic Jihad targets in the Gaza Strip. The army also
noted that while it is prepared to evacuate residents from the Gaza border area, such a decision has yet to be
made. The Home Front Command instructed residents in communities near the Gaza border and in the cities
of Netivot and Ofakim to remain in shelters. Residents in the southern Negev, some communities in the
Lakhish region and the cities of Be'er Sheva and Ashdod are required to be near shelters. Public gatherings are
forbidden in open spaces in these areas. School was cancelled in all Gaza border communities, as well as in
Be'er Sheva, Omer, Ashkelon, Ashdod, Kiryat Gat, Kiryat Malachi and Gedera. The municipal elections in the
Hof Ashkelon Regiona l Council, which were supposed to take place on Tuesday 13 Nov. 2018, were
postponed due to the escalation of hostilities. Also on Tuesday Eilat Mayor Meir Yitzhak Halevi instructed the
municipality to prepare to host of 300 families from the Gaza border communities during the upcoming
weekend. The families will be received in hotels and in the homes of Eilat's residents.
USA ENVOY GREENBLAT RESPONDS TO HUNDREDS OF ROCKETS FIRED AT ISRAEL: USA
Special envoy Jason Greenblatt condemned the Hamas terrorist organization for launching about 300 rockets
at Israel on Mon.12 Nov. 2018, (400 by the following morning). "Terrorists in Gaza are again attacking Israel
with tools of war. These rocket and mortar attacks on Israeli towns must be condemned by all. Israel is forced
once again into military action to defend its citizens. We stand with Israel as it defends itself against these
attacks," Greenblatt wrote. "Hamas’ activities continue to prove they don’t really care about the Palestinians
of Gaza and their only interest is to use them for political purposes. Even Palestinian lives seem not to matter
to Hamas," he added. "The world has grown tired of Hamas’ violence and the violence of other bad actors in
Gaza. This violence prevents any real help for the people of Gaza."
MK YOGEV: CALM IN GAZA WILL COME AFTER WE ELIMINATE THE HEADS OF HAMAS:
Member of Knesset Motti Yogev (Jewish Home) has responded to the escalation of the past few hours on the
Gaza border by saying, "The arrangement for calm in the Gaza Strip can only take place if we eliminate the
heads of Hamas and the Islamic Jihad in Gaza, while striving for civilian rule in the Gaza Strip and
humanitarian aid." The retired colonel noted, "For the past eight months Hamas has played around with
balloons and firebombs, and Israel has restrained itself. Now is the time to respond strongly. It is our
obligation to protect the communities bordering Gaza and the south."
HOME FRONT COMMAND PUBLISHES NEW GUIDELINES: The Home Front Command published
new guidelines following the rocket attacks from the Gaza Strip Mon. afternoon 12 Nov 2018. In the area
surrounding the Gaza Strip, residents are required to stay in protected areas. In the southern Negev region and
part of the Lachish communities, residents are required to stay close to protected areas and to enter protection
according to the time available to them. Gatherings and gatherings in open spaces are prohibited. “The
instructions of the Home Front Command must be obeyed. We will update as necessary."
SDEROT RESIDENT: HOW DID IT COME TO THIS? Rina Mor Yosef, who has lived in Sderot for 36
years, is deeply critical of the conduct of the defense establishment in the light of the rocket attack on the
communities surrounding the Gaza Strip. "I do not believe we have reached this state. My children and my

grandchildren are screaming in armored personnel carriers. There is no electricity. Dozens of missiles have
landed here. I ask Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, I chose you, so why are we in this situation?" Mor
Yosef asked in a media interview. She called on the prime minister to wake up and take a harder hand against
Hamas. "No one wants war. The role of the IDF and the Israeli government is to deter as much as possible. It
is written that he who comes to kill you; you rise early to kill him. Why does this trial take place with
Liberman and Netanyahu?" Mor Yosef declared that she will not break even in the face of such attacks. I have
been living here for 36 years and I have children and grandchildren who have stayed here with me. I will not
leave Sderot. Everyone is now in the dormitories in the dark. How much can you calm the children? Where is
the Israeli government in this whole story?"
AUSTRIAN CHANCELLOR: WE’RE FULLY COMMITTED TO ISRAEL’S SECURITY: Austrian
Chancellor Sebastian Kurz has condemned ongoing rocket attacks from Gaza, calls for violence to stop
immediately. He stressed his country’s commitment to Israel. “Rocket attacks against Israel and its civilian
population is certainly not the way to solve any of Gaza's problems and must stop immediately. It is of
paramount importance that civilians are protected and violence is immediately stopped. Austria is fully
committed to Israel's security,” tweeted Kurz. The Austrian Chancellor has shown support for Israel and for
Jews, having pledged to make "combating anti-Semitism in all its forms" a top priority. He recently stressed
that the need for Israel's security is an "Austrian interest". Also on Mon. 12 Nov. 2018 Emanuele Giaufret, the
EU Ambassador to Israel, similarly condemned the rocket fire and called for restraint. “Following with great
concern the situation and the indiscriminate firing of rockets towards the south of Israel. Attacks on civilians
are unacceptable and need to stop. Everyone must step back from the brink,” he tweeted. Nickolay Mladenov,
the UN envoy to the Middle East, called for an end to the violence. “UN is working closely with Egypt and all
concerned to ensure that Gaza steps back from the brink. The escalation in the past 24hrs is EXTREMELY
dangerous and reckless. Rockets must STOP, restraint must be shown by all! No effort must be spared to
reverse the spiral of violence,” he wrote.
‘MIRACLE’ KEPT 50 IDF SOLDIERS FROM BEING KILLED BY HAMAS MISSILE: Hamas
terrorists operating on the edges of the Gaza Strip on Mon. 12 Nov. 2018 fired an anti-tank missile at a
passenger bus driving on the Israeli side of the border. Just minutes earlier, the bus, which had no military
markings, had dropped off some 50 Israeli soldiers at a gathering point ahead of expected operations against
the Palestinian terror group. Two people were wounded in the strike; a 25-year-old Arab bus driver and a 19year-old IDF soldier who was standing near the bus when it was hit. The soldier was initially listed in critical
condition, but successfully underwent emergency surgery and is now being monitored in Intensive Care.
According to numerous online reports, the driver, whose injuries were not life-threatening, told doctors at
Soroka Medical Center in Beersheva that it was a "miracle" that the soldiers on his bus were not killed, and
that the incident proves that "God loves the Jews."
JEWISH LAWMAKERS STEP INTO KEY ROLES: The new Democratic majority in the USA House of
Representatives means that five Jewish Democrats are now set to chair key House committees: Jerrold Nadler,
Judiciary; Eliot Engel, Foreign Affairs; Nita Lowey, Appropriations; Adam Schiff, Intelligence; and John
Yarmuth, Budget. Despite the election of a handful of Democrats who have sharply criticized Israel, staunchly
pro-Israel lawmakers still call the shots. Engel is one of Israel's most reliable supporters in the House, and so
is Lowey, who will be the most influential Democrat controlling government spending. New Jewish members
of the House of Representatives elected in 2018 include Michigan Democrat Elissa Slotkin, who had worked
for the CIA and won in Lansing, the state capital. New York Democrat Max Rose, 31, who won medals for
his service as an Army officer in Afghanistan, won in Staten Island. Virginia Democrat Elaine Luria, a former
Navy commander who once organized a Passover Seder on an aircraft carrier, won in Norfolk. Minnesota
Democrat Dean Phillips, whose father was killed in the Vietnam War before he was born, won in suburban
Minneapolis. Pennsylvania Democrat Susan Wild, a member of the board of directors of the Jewish
Federation of the Lehigh Valley, won in suburban Philadelphia. In Nevada, Democratic Rep. Jacky Rosen, a

former president of Ner Tamid, a Reform synagogue in suburban Las Vegas, defeated sitting Sen. Dean
Heller.
HEIL HITLER WRITTEN ON JEWISH FAMILY’S VEGAS HOME: The home of a Jewish family in
Las Vegas was tagged with anti-Semitic graffiti. Sara Attia, a mother of three, said she called police after
finding a swastika and the phrase Heil Hitler drawn on the door of her apartment last week. She was already
planning to immigrate to Israel when the incident happened. Attia, 27, speaks Hebrew and noted she is open
about being Jewish and has no doubt that her home was deliberately targeted, the report said. But police did
not consider it a hate crime and believed it was more likely a random attack by teenagers, according to media
reports. Police officers came to her children’s Chabad day school and said they would step up patrols in the
area. Officials have pointed to a rise in anti-Semitism in the USA in recent years, which culminated with the
shooting of 11 worshipers at a Pittsburgh synagogue last month. The Anti-Defamation League identified
1,986 anti-Semitic incidents in the USA in 2017, up from 1,267 in 2016, and also reported a major increase in
anti-Semitic online harassment. Attia said she is leaving the United States due to anti-Semitism.
MEN SHOUTING ABOUT KILLING JEWS AT LONDON KRISTALLNACHT VIGIL: A vigil held
by pro-Israel activists in London for Jews murdered in Arab countries was dispersed violently by men
shouting about killing Jews in Arabic. The event held last Wed. 7 Nov. 2018 by the Israel Advocacy
Movement was held on Speaker’s Corner in London’s Hyde Park, which is known for its culture of free
speech and passionate street preachers championing various causes. A few dozen people holding Israeli flags
and candles gathered there ahead of Kristallnacht, the name of Nazi pogrom perpetrated in 1938, to highlight
the suffering and slaying around the same time of many hundreds of Jews who were killed and wounded in
pogroms across the Arab world. Joseph Cohen, an Israel Advocacy Movement activist, filmed the event as
about 20 men drowned his talk, shouting: Jews, remember Khaybar, the army of Muhammad is returning. The
cry relates to an event in the seventh century when Muslims massacred and expelled Jews from the town of
Khaybar, located in modern-day Saudi Arabia. Some of the men shouted about Palestine, surrounding the proJewish activists and shoving them. As if on cue, before we even begun an extremist began screaming a death
chant of Jews, Cohen said. The vigil went from bad to worse, they shouted us down, they would not allow us
to remember our dead until we had to call off the vigil, he added. The occurrence goes to the heart of the
matter we gathered to commemorate in the first place, he also said. A German woman who witnessed the
event said: A Christian was preaching and the atmosphere was friendly, a Muslim was preaching, and there
were shouts but the atmosphere was still friendly but as soon as Jews wanted to honor their dead a whole of
crowd appeared out of nowhere, as soon as the flags appeared, the cursing began against people who only
wanted to honor their dead. She added: I think what we just saw was anti-Semitism.”
ISRAELI RESEARCHERS DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY FOR 3-D PRINTING OF DRUGS:
Researchers from Jerusalem’s Hebrew University unveiled their novel technology for three-dimensional
printing of drug capsules on Wed. 7 Nov. 2018, enabling the customization and personalization of
medications unavailable with conventional manufacturing techniques. Prof. Shlomo Magdassi, and Dr. Ofra
Benny, presented their cutting-edge technology at the second annual 3-D Printing and Beyond conference in
Jerusalem. The new technology enables the printing of personalized medications out of hydrogel objects,
producing complex structures which can expand, change shape and activate on a delayed schedule. By
prescribing personalized medicines, doctors will be able to accurately tailor the exposure and dosage levels for
individual patients. The population is getting older so we need to think of solutions, said Benny. We can now
think about combining drugs together into one drug instead of ten, to adjust the kinetics of drugs and improve
patient compliance in drug administration. By fine-tuning the geometry, surface area and swelling index of
tablets through 3-D printing, the teams proof-of-concept prototype enables improved targeting of the site of
drug release in the digestive tract as well as greater control of drug-release timing and duration. It’s not a farfetched dream to see mass production in the near future, Benny added.

WHY ISRAELIS LIVE LONGER: Israel is among the top countries in longevity with an average lifespan
of 82.5 years as of 2016. Other countries on the longevity list - Canada, Sweden, Italy, and Japan - are
tranquil, wealthy and at peace. But for Israel, confronted over its 70-year history with war and perpetual
conflict, and a seven-fold increase in its population including a large and diverse immigrant base, these
findings may come as a surprise. One answer is a "Mediterranean diet" high in fruit, vegetables and fish.
Another is low alcohol consumption. Another quite important reason is the close family structure in Israel.
But probably the single most important factor is the Israeli health care system. All its citizens receive health
care services regardless of income or pre-existing health conditions. All Israeli residents are covered by one of
four major health funds. Excellent public hospital care is available equally to all sectors of society.
USA BACKS ISRAEL’S MIDDLE EAST RAILWAY INITIATIVE: Jason Greenblatt, the USA Special
Representative for International Negotiations, on Monday 5 Nov. 2018 expressed support for PM Binyamin
Netanyahu and Transportation Minister Yisrael Katzs Railroads for Peace initiative. Minister Katz said, "This
is a dramatic development that is likely to affect many countries in the region, and it follows many contacts on
the matter, which I led with the backing of the prime minister vis-à-vis the American administration and Arab
elements in the region. The invitation of the government of Oman and the visit are part of a comprehensive
move to promote the initiative and strengthen the ties with the pragmatic states in the region," he added. Katzs
visit to Oman follows Netanyahu's surprise visit to the Gulf sultanate several weeks ago, in what marked the
first time since 1996 that an Israeli prime minister has visited the country. Greenblatt has been heading the
USA efforts to resume peace talks between Israel and the PA. The PA, however, has rejected USA attempts to
restart peace talks with Israel and has been boycotting the USA ever since Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem
as Israel’s capital last Dec.
OCTOBER 2018 WAS BEST EVER MONTH FOR ISRAEL’S TOURISM INDUSTRY: October proved
to be the best month for Israeli tourism, thanks to almost 500,000 tourists injecting $676.3 million into the
economy. The month of October breaks a historic record with an astonishingly unprecedented figure of almost
half a million tourists who arrived in Israel in one month, said Minister of Tourism Yariv Levin. Incoming
tourism contributes significantly to both Israel’s economy and, no less importantly, to its image, added Levin.
I am convinced that we will continue to see the sharp rise in the number of tourists arriving in Israel, and we
will end the year with another record. Levin said also that a direct correlation can be identified between
countries from which tourism increased and where the Tourism Ministry invested most in marketing over the
past two years. In a year on year comparison, 65% more Hungarians visited Israel in October, 50% more
Italians, 40% more Poles and Dutch as well as Romanians. The Tourism Ministry spent an average of 47%
more on marketing in these countries.
UK LABOUR PARTY BRANCH VOTES DOWN MOTION CONDEMNING PITTSBURGH
SYNAGOGUE ATTACK: A draft motion condemning the murder of 11 Jews at a Pittsburgh synagogue was
voted down in a branch of Britain’s Labour Party in the country’s north. Steve Cooke, secretary of the Norton
West branch in the Stockton North constituency of about 67,000 people near Scotland, submitted the motion
for a vote following the 27 October 2018 shooting attack. When put to a vote, only two members backed the
proposal and it was voted down, media sources reported on 3 Nov. 2018. Cooke wrote on Facebook that he
was aghast that the motion was voted down and that members claimed there was too much focus on antiSemitism this, anti-Semitism that. His draft motion said that the murders demonstrate the dangers posed by
the growth in anti-Semitic sentiments and hate speech internationally. It spoke of a need to stand in solidarity
with the Jewish community around the world and send our condolences to all those affected by the tragic
events in Pittsburgh. Critics of the text at the Labour branch had said it should have condemned all racism
instead of calling out anti-Semitism specifically, Cooke said. Labour is facing a criminal investigation
initiated days ago by police in the London area over alleged anti-Semitic hate speech by members online. The
Board of Deputies of British Jews has long maintained that Labour under party leader Jeremy Corbyn -who

has called Hamas and Hezbollah his friends - has an anti-Semitism problem that the party is not doing enough
to address.
BRITISH JEWS LIVE IN FEAR: At the annual European Jewish Association conference, held this week in
Brussels, politicians, lay leaders and Jewish communal figures gathered from all across Europe to address the
current concerns of European Jewry. Prominent among discussion topics was the rise of anti-Semitism in the
UK as embodied by the ascension of Jeremy Corbyn as head of the Labor party and potentially next PM of the
UK. "I think it’s one of the most incredible developments in my career as a journalist," remarked David
Maddox, Political Editor at The Sunday Express (UK). "I never thought I would see a mainstream party
effectively be an anti-Semitic party" said Matthew James Offord MP. Gideon Falter, Chairman of the UK
Campaign against Anti-Semitism, maintained that British Jews are very concerned about their future. "We
don't see anything that Jeremy Corbyn can do, it is too far now. He is an anti-Semite. You can't ask an antiSemite to clear out anti-Semitism from his political party." (Arutz-7) Pray for the UK Jewish community that
they will be protected from growing tide of anti-Semitism in their land and government. Pray that many Jews
will make the decision to make their homes in Israel. Trust in the Lord and do good; dwell in the land and
enjoy safe pasture.
SYNAGOGUE SHOOTER CONTACTED UK NEO-NAZIS: The gunman responsible for the recent
massacre inside a Pittsburgh synagogue was in contact with British neo-Nazis prior to the attack, UK media
outlets reported Mon. 5 Nov. 2018. Robert Bowers, a 46-year-old resident of Baldwin, Pennsylvania,
reportedly was in contact with fringe elements in Britain, raising concerns the 27 Oct. 2018 massacre at the
Tree of Life synagogue could inspire copy-cat attacks in the UK. Bowers, whose social media accounts were
filled with anti-Semitic and white supremacist comments, entered the Tree of Life synagogue during a
circumcision ceremony and opened fire with an AR-15 semi-automatic rifle and three handguns. Seven
congregants and four guests were killed in the shooting. Two others were wounded inside the synagogue,
before police arrived at the scene. In the ensuing gunfight, four more officers were wounded, before Bowers
was shot and surrendered himself to authorities. Accor ding to security sources, Bowers had been in touch
with white supremacists in Britain who shared his belief in anti-Semitic conspiracy theories. One security
source said there was concern that British white supremacists would follow Bowers example and attack
Jewish targets in the UK, including synagogues.
EGYPT CONSIDERS BANNING THE BURQA AS PART OF ANTI-EXTREMISM CAMPAIGN:
Egypt is discussing a new draft law that would prevent women from wearing a burqa in public spaces as part
of a government campaign against extremist interpretations of Islam. The burqa, used mainly in Islamic
cultures, is the veil that covers a woman’s entire face except for the eyes. Last weekend, Ghada Ajami, a
lawmaker, submitted a bill in the Egyptian parliament calling for a fine of 1,000 Egyptian pounds ($56) for
women who defy the proposed ban. Ajami stressed that the purpose of the bill is to support the state’s efforts
in fighting terrorism. The draft states that the burqa would be prohibited in Egyptian public spaces at any time
and under any circumstances. Public spaces would include hospitals, health clinics, schools, cinemas, theaters,
public libraries, museums, and government buildings, among others. Ahmad Sharbini, an Egyptian political
analyst, said, Egypt is going through a period of instability because of radical Islamic groups operating within
the country, adding that the burqa creates a security problem as "many male and female terrorists use it to hide
their identities or sneak into places. If passed, this legislation would not infringe on freedoms or go against
religions, Sharbini continued, stressing that public safety and national security are more important than
anything.
ECUADOR’S PRESIDENT HIGHLIGHTS JEWISH CONTRIBUTION TO COUNTRY: The President
of Ecuador praised his country’s Jewish community on its 80th foundation anniversary. Several Jewish and
non-Jewish officials attended the recent ceremony held at the Comunidad Judia de Ecuador synagogue in the
capital Quito. President Lenin Moreno highlighted the contribution of Jewish Ecuadorans to the South

American society. Today allow me to feel like a proud heir of several generations of authorities and citizens,
who opened the borders and the heart to all the Jewish brothers who chose my homeland to escape the horror
and find peace, Moreno said. Ecuador Jewish community leader Abraham Vigoda added that the country
offers full tolerance. Israel’s ambassador to Ecuador, Edwin Yabo, read a message from Israel’s President
Reuven Rivlin, We will not forget the humanitarian response of Ecuador, Rivlin said. He also recalled
Ecuadorian consul Manuel Antonio Munoz Borrero, who was declared righteous among the nations by Yad
Vashem in Jerusalem for saving the lives of some 700 Jews during World War II. Ecuador is home to some
650 Jews. It is a Jewish community that was never very big but was always important in its contribution in
industry, production, cattle-raising, pharmaceuticals and architecture, said Yabo.
PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY: ISRAEL STOLE OUR SNAKE: Last Thur. 1 Nov. 2018, Israel’s Society
for the Protection of Nature and the Israel Nature and Parks Authority named the Palestine viper as Israel’s
national snake. The Palestine viper, or daboia palaestinae, was selected based on an online vote. Found across
the Levant, from the northern Negev and western Jordan in the south to northern Lebanon and central Syria in
the north, the snake is common throughout most of Israel, and in Hebrew is referred to as the common viper,
or common Land of Israel viper. The Palestinian Authority protested the move, calling it theft and ignoring
what they called the viper’s Palestinian heritage. Imad al-Atrash, the Executive Director of the Palestine
Wildlife Society, denounced Thursday’s announcement regarding the viper, adding that the struggle over the
snake’s national identity was part of the larger battle by the PA to preserve Palestinian identity. Al-Atrash
called on outside organizations to join the struggle to recognize the snake as the Palestine viper, rather than as
the Land of Israel viper.
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